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Re-Irnagine!-Tom Peters'
new book about the busi
ness environment we now
inhabit. Peters argues that
J ........ I the rules of the game are
changing faster than we realize
indeed, that fundamental shifts in what
we assume to be possible overtake
each other ever more rapidly. "Relish
the mess!" he advises. "Beware the
champions of orderl"
Such advice seems to fly in the face
of the kind of systematic, developmen
tal philosophy that supports our system of higher educa
tion. And Peters, holder of a Stanford M.B.A. and
veteran of many "classic" business courses, has long had
a firm gTasp on the fundamentals of business as a basis
for his provocative inquiries. So, although I don't think
it's appropriate to disregard the business curriculum in
favor of chaos, it certainly makes sense to emphasize the
importance of innovation, creativity, and resilience in a
fast-changing business world.
We must recognize that the students of today ,vill be
the leaders 20 years from now. How do we ensure that
what they learn is relevant in an era of such rapid
change? How do we continuously transfOl1TI and update
an institution that is rooted in centuries of pedagogy,
without losing the benefits of tradition?
We are, after all, in the futures business. Although
we don't buy or sell commodities futures-except
mock-transactions on the trading floor of our C.v. Starr
Financial Markets Center, which you'll read about in
this issue-we are committed to preparing young peo
ple for a future that is constantly under construction.

And if our preparation doesn't provide
them with the personal skills and pro
fessional capability to adapt to, suc
ceed in, and lead their organizations
as the 21st century unfolds, we will
have missed our mark.
Bryant has, in recent years, devel
oped the capacity to adapt quickly to
the world we inhabit. From a standing
start, Bryant quickly became the
sixth most wired campus in the coun
try, according to the P1'inceton
Review and Fm'bes.com. In the past
few years, we've developed three new
undergraduate degrees: a B.A. in communications, B.A.
in applied psychology, and B.S. in information technol
ogy. We've built new buildings, launched a joint venture
with the Rhode Island School of Design (also profiled in
this issue), and continued to accelerate our strategic
planning process.
Institutions, as individuals, must be willing and able to
grow, to adapt, to change. "Enjoy the fray!" counsels
Peters, then goes on to quote General Erik Shinseki of
the U.S. Army: "If you don't like change, you're going to
like irrelevance even less." Bryant College is determined
to stay relevant-and do more. We challenge ourselves
to deve}op innovative responses to the conditions our
students will confront. We challenge ourselves to create
new and effective solutions, interesting programs, and
dynamic opportunities for our whole college community.
Our students bring us their hopes, their dreams, their
creative energies. It is up to us to nourish these aspira
tions. It is up to us to teach them how to meet the
demands they will face in business and in life-and be
successful in both.

a/c"'1~
Ronald K. Machtley
President
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"1 10H' t take risks, to challenge myself to be creative
and also to press people to think about what they're eat
ing:' 0 says Ken Oringer '87, the chef and proprietor of
Clio, the breakthrough Boston restaurant that is being
credited for changing the way New England dines. Since
he graduated fi'om Bryant College with a degree in hotel
and restaurant management, Oringer's career has taken
flight-first, culinary school, then a series of escalating
positions in restaurants on the East Coast and in San
Francisco. Now he's in Boston, and his establishment has
been receiving reviews like this one from Esquire colum
nist John Mariani: "If I were to come to the end of the road
in Boston this year, Clio is where I'd want to die eating."
Oringer credits the grounding in finance and market
ing he received from Bryant for helping him to establish
himself as a successful restauranteur. "I always wanted
to cook, but I knew it would be important for me to get a
foundation in business first," he says. "Marketing is very
important in the restaurant world. You have to separate
yourself from the pack. You could have the best product
in the world, and unless you know how to market it,
it means absolutely nothing."
After scrutinizing the national restaurant scene,
Oringer decided to return to Boston because he sensed
there was a real marketing opportunity there. "It
seemed to me Boston was a conservative city in terms of

dining," he explains. "I knew that would give me the
perfect opportunity to sell my style, shake things up a
little bit, have a New York/San Francisco type restau
rant in a city that really hadn't seen anything like that
before." An example of Oringer's innovation: his tomato
water martini, a crystal-clear, non-alcoholic palate
cleanser that one restaurant critic called "a liquid form
of tomato so acute, visually arresting, and seductively
acid-sweet that it bordered on the primal."
In 2001 Oringer received the prestigious James
Beard American Express "Best Chef in the Northeast
Award," and Clio has been named the best restaurant in
Boston by Food & Wine magazine and one of the top 50
best restaurants in America by Gow'met. Oringer
acknowledges that true success depends on continually
experimenting and refining your craft. Like any
businessperson hawking his wares to an increasingly
internationalized American consumer, Oringer is
constantly on the look-out for new flavors, new ideas,
ane! new global cuisine combinations to maintain
his restaurant's reputation. "My menu changes daily, so
I'm always looking for a spice from Indonesia that no
one has tasted before, or a kind of mushroom from
Chile that people haven't seen," he says. The demands
on the chef to be original, inventive, and creative are
part of the job description.
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But cl'eativity isn't solely the province of the celebrity
chef. "Anybody who runs a business has to be creative to
respond to what's going on in the marketplace," says
Cheryl Faria, director of the Center for Design and
Business, a joint venture of Bryant College and the
Rhode Island School of Design (see article on creatiYity
at Bryant, p. 13). One of the Center's many sllccess
stories is Colonial Mills, Inc., a leading Rhode Island rug
manufacturer. The firm's principal product for more
than 25 years had been oval-shaped braided rugs, a
home-furnishing piece whose popularity has waxed and
waned with the times. To keep sales from stagnating,
the Center for Design and Business helped the rug
manufacturer partner with a team of designers who
envisioned new shapes, new colors, new textures
a whole new range of looks for the traditional floor cov
ering. Colonial Mills now uses innovative concepts, such
as rectangular and even octagonal shapes as well as
yarns made from unusual materials, to reinvigorate its
designs and provide a customized look.
Forging the partnership with designers enabled
Colonial Mills to significantly leverage its core assets: a
trained workforce of world-class craftsmen and a major
financial investment in machinery and equipment.
Market share for Colonial Mills has continued to grow,
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and the firm recently received a Design Journales 2001
ADEX Platinum Award, one of the largest and most
prestigious awards for furnishings in the architecture
and design industry. For this manufacturing firm, cre
ativity consisted of being able to look at the same thing
they had always looked at and daring to imagine some
thing different.
But where does creativity come from? What makes it
spring into being? Is it a bolt of lightning from on high,
the gift of only a fOltunate few? Is it something you can
practice, like scales on a piano, or something someone else
can teach you?
"Sometimes, creativity comes from having your back
against the wall," says Mark Suazo, a professor of manage
ment at Bryant who teaches a unit on creativity in one of
his courses. "Creativity happens when you're uncomfOlt
able, or when you have some intractable problem. That's
one reason I encourage students to take classes outside
their majors. Trying new things-in particular things that
may not come easily to you at first-is one way to enhance
creativity. It forces you to adapt and learn."

ORsm '
JPPLY
Bryant alum Mark Robinson '78 is one of many business
people \vho became creative under pressure. After gyacluat
ing with a business management degree, he began working
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in his family's jewelry store business in downtown Boston.
But when three competitors moved in on the same block,
Robinson soon realized that doing things the same old way
wasn't going to keep business profitable. ,rl knew 1 had to
differentiate myself," Robinson says. "I had to figure out a
new way of doing business." One limitation he had
involved the buying of merchandise: If he bought a partic
ular ring from a company, that's hoyv it came. "So if a cou
ple walked in looking at wedding banels and said, 'We like
this ring, but it's too much money,' that was the end of the
line for me-I couldn't satisfy that customer." Located
in the same building as Robinson's store, however, was a
jewelry benchman-the craftsman who assembles the
jewelry-and Robinson conferred with him about the
possibilities of customizing pieces to order. The bench man
responded positively, and the two businesses began
working in tandem.
"Now I can say to that couple, 'I can make it with a
smaller stone-come back tomorrow,'" says Robinson.
"We are totally flexible. And I can do things other places
can't." Since Robinson joined the business in 1979, the
store's sales have increased twelve-fold-although the
actual foot traffic hasn't increased much. "Profits are up
because I'm able to sell more items tailored to the cus
tomer's needs," he says. "To me, creativity means being
able to adapt and stay ahead of the trend."

'HEATIVE PARTNER~G
Another way to make creativity happen is to bring in
new perspectives, widening the lens angle so that more
of the picture can come into view. This notion of bringing
together multiple points of view can be practiced on an
individual level or on a group level. For example, Chef
Oringer feels his creativity is bolstered by traveling the
world over, reading vOl·aciously, and exposing himself to
new trends, methods, and ideas. Or it can happen at the
aggregate level, by bl·inging together two or more peo
ple who have different expel' iences and strengths and
can generate more ideas as a group. As Professor Suazo
says, "You don't necessarily want like-minded individu
als working on a creative project."
This kind of creative partnership is the focus of the
Rhode Island Small Business Development Center
(SBDC), housed at Bryant. Bob Hamlin, the Center's
director, has seen over and over again how collaboration
between people with different perspectives can help
a business realize its potential. "The secret of small
business is to develop partnerships," says Hamlin. "One
person in a small firm can't know everything."
Bryant alums Bob DiCaprio '75 and his wife Sue
DiCaprio '73 had a photography business specializing in
portraits and in event photography such as school pictures,
Little League teams, and company parties. They had a
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sense that they could branch out, but they we)'en't sure
how. So they contacted the SBDC, who sent them consul
tants in various critical business processes. "At the SBDC's
direction," Bob says, "we had a discussion with an account
ing consultant who said to us, '''That's your current accoun
tant doing for you?' The answer was, 'He does om· taxes.'"
The DiCaprios realized that bringing in new blood could be
a way to improve their business. So they switched accoun
tants, and together, the three came up with a great range of
business ideas-new pricing matrices, new markets to tap,
new programs to try, new marketing and sales techniques.
The result? The DiCaprios )'eport that although they spent
four times as much on their new accountant that year, they
grew the business by 30 percent in the first year alone.
One ofthe DiCaprios' smartest moves was to capitalize
on an emerging technology in which the photographer
shoots subjects in front of a green screen, then digitally
superimposes other images around them. "We saw the
trend before it was coming and opened up a whole new mar
ket for ourselves-the large, corporate client," DiCaprio
says. "We can make it look like people are on a cruise ship or
in the cast of a Hollywood show." The DiCaprios and their
crew go to holiday parties, golf outings, and awards cere
monies. They'll take 4,000 photographs for the event, then
process and deliver the pictures, all in one night.
"I don't call it creative photography," DiCaprio says.
"I call it creative business-and also creative use of tech
nology. And all this happened because the people the
SBDC sent to us helped us see our potential. They made
us step back and look at ourselves and say, this is our mis
sion, this is our vision, we want to grow our business."
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\'lT1:-l TRADITION
Jason Colgan '02 has also experienced the burst of
creativity that results when people with different per
spectives join forces. A precocious entrepreneur, Jason
sold landscaping services to his paper-route customers
as a child, then contracted with his friends to help do the
work. \Vhile at Bryant, he double-majored in computer
information systems and management. He also bought
an investment property for $13,000, rehabbed it, and
sole! it for a significant profit.
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But his current business enterprise came from his
collaboration with his fiancee Linsey Fullerton, whose
expertise was in a substantially different area than
his-child care. Together, the two founded A Safer
Start Child University, a unique childcare center that
offers parents something priceless: peace of mind. (See
www.saferstal.t.com.) Using a secure password and a pro
prietary camera-and-Internet system Colgan developed,
parents can log on to the center's Web site to see their
children. Live streaming coverage of the children is avail
able to parents at any point during the day. But in addi
tion to this distinctive, high-tech feature, the center's
mission is to give children something traditional: a high
quality educational and developmental experience
which Fullerton can oversee with her background in
daycare and education.
Colgan credits many elements of his Bryant education
for helping him give practical form to the creative idea.
Through a class in entrepreneurship with Professor Jack
Keigwin, Colgan developed an award-winning business
plan. Through Bryant's Global Entrepreneurship Center,
he was able to pitch his idea to investors. And, in the
course of an independent study on interpersonal issues in
the workplace, Colgan developed important notions about
motivating employees: "I came to the conclusion that pay
isn't necessarily a worker's strongest motivating factor,"
he says. "We interviewed extensively, and we made sure
we hired people that wanted to grow with us." Colgan
explains that with the right people on board, you can
grant employees a lot of autonomy, which is key to worker
satisfaction. They've also created programs to give the
staff incentive to go above and beyond-for example, a
Four-in-a-Row bonus program that rewards employees
after four good weekly reviews.
Now Colgan and Fullerton are planning to expand,
opening centers in other locations. Before long, the two
business partners may find that they have created a
childcare empire. "I don't draw 01' anything, so I never
really thought of myself as creative," Colgan says. "But
I guess it all depends on how you're defining creativity."
For Colgan, as for other Bryant alums, creativity means
finding a way to imagine and bring forth something
new-their own masterworks of business. ~
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CREATIVITY

Whether you're developing
a new product, trying to
build market share, 01'
motivating employees ,
your creative skills can
pay dividends in the busi
ness world. To help you levemge the full
po\ver of your mind, Bryant's faculty and staff offer you
the following select principles, as well as a few insights
from some of the leading experts in creativity. The next
time you're searching for business solutions that go
beyond the ordinary, put these principles into practi c~
and see where your ideas end up.
1. Don't: walt

~or

the perf'ect Idea.

Thomas Edison once said, "Creativity is one percent
inspiration, 99 percent perspiration." Fo!' many huS'ines
people and entr epreneurs, success is the direct result of
getting down to work on current ideas instead of waiting
for better, more creati ve ideas. Tom Kelley, general
manager of the legendary Silicon Valley-based design
firm IDEO and author of The A li of Innovation , firmly
belie ves in acting on initial concepts. In his book, he
shows how prototyping helps ideas take shape and even
leads to new ones. F or example, an employee dreamed up
a foa m-rubber football that could stand up without a tee
fol' easy placekicking. After building a prototype, its true
potential became clear: t he propeller-like wings turned
even the most wobbly pass into a tight spiral. Without the
prototype and a few tosses around the office, the Aerobie
football would n't have become one of the company's
hottest prodUCts.

3. Change your behavior to shake up
your though

"Mental abilities, like muscles, atrophy \-vithout use," say
Julie Monison, assi~tant professor of applied psychology at
Bryant. To prevent her daily routine from blocking innova
tive thinking, she forces herself to change her lesson plans
on a regular basis. "Discontinuity is an approach which
forces you out of a rut b~· introducing untypical behavior or
ideas to jar you into a new way of thinking," says Ros Jay,
author of The Ultimate Book of B /( sille<'Js C/Wttivity. For
example, an accountant she knew would sometimes get
stumped while balancing books. He would take off his
shoes, turn his socks inside out, put each one back on the
other foot, and replace his shoes. Miraculously, the book"
always seemed to make a little more sense afterwards,
4. Respect the little

idea_~

"Cr'eativity doesn't always have to r esult in an 'Aha!'
moment," says Mark Suazo, assistant professor of manage
ment nt Bryant. "Incremental steps can be as important as
huge leaps." In fact, most patents are awarded for modifi
cations or additions to existing ideas, not for completely
new 01' revolutionary concepts. In The A rt of I nuovat1'Du ,
Tom Kelley references the unofficial motto around IDEO
headquarters: "Fail often to succeed sooner." It's all pmt of
the company's effOlt to develop the largest pool of ideal'
possible to incI'ease the chances of finding eventual success.
oming up with ideas, just like mnning a business, is all
about a series of risks, failures, corrections-and hits. The
more you take advantage of' smaller ideas, the more likely
you are to develop a bigger breakthrough.
_ Think against the grain.

2. Question your questions.

'''''ometimes , the questions companies ask affect the
quality of the answers they develop," says R obert
Hamlin, state director of the Rhod e Island Small
Business Development Center, which is housed at
Bryant. Ordinary questions lead to ordinary results. For
Jerry Hirshberg, author of The Creative PI'i OTity and
founding director of Nissan Design International, design
ing a line of children's furniture reaffirmed his faith in cre
ative questioning. The concepts used primary colors most
often associated with children, until the head of the color
t udio took the team to a daycare cent er. She shocked the
desig11ers by showing them the shortest, and most used,
colors in a child's cI'ayon box: mauves, pale greens, and
grays-the subtlest and most adult colors. "What's in
their crayon box'?" became a rallying cry whenever the
team started asking predictable questions.

If preconceptions and con ventional "wisdom are limiting
your creativity, break through your mental barriers by
using "180" thinking," an appr oach proposed by advertis
ing guru and Rhode Island native Tom Monahan in hi~
boo k The Do-It-Yout'selj Lobotomy. He suggests that
you direct your thought pr ocess in the exact opposite
direction of tried-and-true paths, which are likely being
followed by many other people. As Monahan states, "You
want to find different ideas'? Look in a different place." HE'
goes on to describe many ideas that appear to ha\
resulted from this approach, like t he shampoo bottle wit h
the cap on t he bot tom and the sewing machine need le
with the eye at the "wrong" end. While 180" thinking mao
not always lead to a definitive answer, it can certainl::
shake up predictable rational thought processes arlt
help you explore fresh territory-something eve
overworked brain could use from time to time.
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TRADING FLOOR .
TRAINING GR UND

A state-of-the art trading floor, a literary magazine, an incu
bator for fledgling design firms-Bryant College offers stu
dents and Rhode Island businesses a panoply of resources
to develop their creativity.
Designers are known as creative types, but what sepa
rates them from fine artists is the imperative to create
something useful. And for a design to have true utility, it
must get into the hands of users. Recognizing that design
ers need marketing and other business expeltise to be suc
cessful-and that many businesses can be reinvigorated
with design- Bryant College and the Rhode Island School
of Design jointly launched the Center for De:;ign and
Business in 1997. "Right-brain people and left-brain people
can help each other create products and businesse:; with
real value, and so we bring them together," explains Cheryl
Faria, the Center's director.
One of the Center's success stories is CAS America, a
woodworking company that specializes in anesthesiologists'
cabinets. CAS used input from a marketing expelt to break
into a non-medical market, thereby increasing its customer
base. Others include Colonial Mills (see main story, p. 6) and
Central Tools, Inc., which now manufactures sleek and col
orful mechanics' lamps that command twice as high a price
as the company's strictly utilitarian models simply because
customers enjoy the way they look and feel. "Design can be
the secret ingredient that separates a business from its
competition," says Faria.
Located in downtown Providence, the Center provides
a variety of services, including on-site incubation space to
nine design-based businesses. The Center also sponsors
roundtable sessions that bring together a multidisciplinary
team of experts, including Bryant faculty, to address real
world challenges. Says Faria, "it's exciting and rewarding
to see the creativity that emerges when businesses help
12 BRYA NT B U SINESS
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designers who, in turn, help businesses." (For more on the
Center, visit www.centerdesignbusiness.org.)

ENVrnONl\1ENT-FRIENDLY
INNOVATIONS
In an era of new environmental codes and regulations,
many businesses find themselves in urgent need of cre
ative solutions. When a company can no longer dispose of
waste in the old ways, for instance, its options are to fig
ure out new ways to get rid of it-or not to generate it in
the first place. "Necessity is the mother of invention,"
says Gaytha Langlois, a science and technology professor
who, along ,vith her colleagues, launched the Center for
Sustainable Business Practices at Bryant. To help stu
dents learn how businesses balance environmental and
profit imperatives, the Center sponsors a lecture pro
gram and showcases businesses that have achieved
waste minimization. It has also recruited economists to

Pl"oj essor Gaytha Langlois co·created Bly ant's Centerfor
Sustainable B'lwiness Practices
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A MO AlC OF CREATIVE
OPPORTUNITIES
Because Bryant is committed to educatin
dent, providing a balance of liberal aI 
ness courses, students have the oppOltuni •
creativity through artistic ventures ~ Uc

develop sustainable economic models to demonstrate
the viability of sustainable practices. "There's a com
mon misconception that sound environmental practices
and profitable business practices are an either/or propo
sition," Langlois says. "Through case studies and other
activities, we're giving students and businesses the
inspiration and the education to come up with creative
solutions of their own." (For more information, visit
http://web.bryant.edu/-langlois/sustainability/.)
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A traditional way of teaching finance in the classroom is to
provide students with the variables for a financial equa
tion. But the real world of finance is increasingly complex,
and new methods are needed to help students cope \-vith
the ambiguity of shifting financial values in a real market.
Bryant's new C.v. Starr Financial Markets Center, located
in the George E. Betlo Center for Infol'lnation and
Technology, is a simulated trading floor that provides real
time financial data. Students develop creativity by being
immersed in a situation where they have to figure out the
answers for themselves. Information comes through
Reuters 3000, a state-of-the-art system used by the
world's largest financial organizations, which provides
news from the Dow Jones newswires, real-time financial
data, fixed-income data, and foreign exchange and money
markets instruments. Cantor Fitzgerald, a leading finan
cial services provider, is providing free access to the data
and is also helping to develop courses that teach students
how to use the information . "It's exciting for the stu
dents," says director of the center and assistant professor
of finance Asli Asciolglu. "They experience the speed and
complexity of actual financial markets."
Recently, the College received $50,000 from the NASDAQ
Education Foundation to develop a curriculum that uses
the resources of the trading room. In a variety of classes,
students learn to integTate financial information with ana
lytical tools, improve their technology skills, and get a
gTasp on the flux and flow of stock market data. "It's a dif
ferent kind of problem-sol ving," says Bryant senior, Kevin
Gardiner '04, who is also music director of the College's
radio station, WJMF. "People aren't going to give you the
answers, you have to go into a busy environment and ana
lyze the situation for yourself. It's overwhelming but it's
also rewarding."

OF CREATIVE
TUNITIES
Because Bryant is committed to educating the whole stu
dent, providing a balance of liberal arts and the core busi
ness COUl'ses, students have the opportunity to tap their own
creativity through artistic ventures such as the Bryant
u r Uv

Singers, the Bl-yant Jazz Ensemble, the Rhythm and Pride
Dance Team, and the B1yant Litera1-y R eview. Founded by
Tom Chandler, professor of English and cultural studies at
Bryant and poet laureate of Rhode Island, the journal
features poems and stories by writers of national
renown, as well as several pieces by Bryant students.
(For more on the Bryant Literary Review, please see
http://web.bryant.edu/-blr.)
"I never used to think I was creative, but now I do," says
Jen Pollack, a senior accounting major who is active with the
Eryant Players, both on stage as an actor and singer and
behind the scenes as the company's treaSUl'er. When she was
a freshman, a friend talked Pollack into auditioning for the
musical Bye Bye Bii·d ie. and she wound up getting a lead
part---even though she had never acted in a play before.
Since then Pollack has been in\'ol\'ed in almost evel-Y pJ'oduc
tion of the Bryant Players. which is 100 percent student-mn.

"'vVe have to figure e\'erything out for ourselves: how to
build the set, direct the sho\\". play the part, and mn the busi
ness," she says. "When ~'ou 're totall.\' on your own like that,
it forces you to be creath·e." During her sophomore year,
Pollack became the grou p's tr easurer, and her accounting
skills helped tum the Players' financial situation around: the
group doubled their budget that year.
Bryant has alwa~;s prepared graduates for success in
business and in life. For today's fast-paced, ever-changing
world, the College de\'!~Jop s in students a special set of
skills and qualities that complement the technical aspects
of their educations-an entrepreneurial spirit, the ability
to work well in groups, effective communication skills.
Pollack agrees her involvement with Bryant Players
taught her these skills and qualities in spades: "I'm more
willing to take chances, and I can do class presentations
\\<ithout a hitch," she says. Pollack says the experiences
have helped with time management and problem solving as
well-all crucial business skills that will serve her in the
future when the need for creativity calls. @
BRY A.' 1T BL'SIN E S S \V l:-lTE R 2 004
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CREATIVE VENTURES:
AN

INTERVIEW

WITH

DAVID

TF

BEIRNE '85

H~

COIllIllitt

Renowned venture capitalist David Beirne '85
first made a name for himself at Ramsey/
Beirne Associates, a search :fil1n that special
ized in recruiting high-profile execs for
the information technology industry.
He's now a partner at Benchmark
Capital, one of the leading venture
capital firms in Silicon Valley, where he
bankrolled such successful start-ups as Ariba,
Juniper, and Red Hat. In a recent interview, Beirne shared
his thoughts with us about how creativity comes into play
in today's business world.
Q :

How important is creativity in a business context?

A : Creativity is an essential component of any organiza
tion's success. The individuals and businesses that will
compete effectively in today's dynamic, global economy
"rill have to constantly reinvent themselves to sustain a
competitive advantage.
Q : Are there core principles for "applied" creati\rity-in other
words, are there ways to foster this kind ofemrironment?
A : Yes, but it is not a management tool or a gimmick. One of
our core principles at RamseylBeirne was to model what had
been done successfully in the past by others-and then
improve on it. We continually had to ask the question "Why?"

What about at Benchmark-what's the creative
gene there?

successful, idea you've encoun
tered in your professional life?
A : Our firm had the good for
tune of investing in a great
entrepreneur by the name of
Pierre Omidyar. Pierre had the
elegant idea of using the Internet to
bring buyers and sellers together in a
community marketplace, and that's how
eBay was born. Benchmark's initial
investment of $5 million dollars in eBay
turned into over $5 billion in returns to our
limited partners.

What is the most creative and unsuccessful idea you've
encountered in your professional life?
Q:

We invested $3.5 million in a concept called Webvan
from Louis Borders, founder of Borders Books and
Music, a truly creative and brilliant entrepreneur.
The idea was to deliver grocery and other retail items
to a consumer's door, next day, within a one-hour deliv
ery window, for free. Webvan was one of the hottest
IPOs during the Internet bubble, rising to a $10 billion
market capitalization, but it eventuaHy went into
Chapter 11 proceedings.
A!

Q :

At most venture firms, partners work independently
and even compete for resources. Benchmark is based on
teamwork: every partner is equal in terms of contribution
and compensation, so every partner is invested in the
other's success. This has the plus of giving our portfolio
companies the benefit of all of our experience. Also, we
have an unusually high partner-to-company ratio, so our
p0l1Jolio companies get a lot of attention.
A:
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Q :

Is there a "lesson learned" here?

A : Webvan was a brilliant idea, but it \\raS a little before
its time-maybe overly ambitious about its assessment of
the market's willingness to accept its offering.

As a venture capitalist, I can tell you that our best compa
nies, be they manufacturers or service firms, work extra
ordinarily hard to listen to their customers and markets.
Leaders who can build that culture-and incorporate
institutional creativity-\\rill be rewarded . •

rederick Eaton '53 cele
brated his 50th Bryant
reunion this fall and
was inducted into the
Loyal Guard during
Homecoming festivities. For
Eaton, a charter member of the
President's Leadership Council
since 1997, coming to campus
after 10 years reaffumed the rea
son he has been a consistent sup
porter ofthe College.
The Loyal Guard induction
took place in the Bryant Center,
where a table displayed the Class
of'53 yearbook. Inside, Eaton's pic
ture among his classmates is easy
to pick out on the page, even after
all this time.
Eaton and his wife, Jean, who
are residents of Voorheesville,
N.Y., said they liked the direction
the College was heading in. "The
campus transformation is phenom
enal," he said, highlighting the
George E. Bello Center (and The Dougla..:
Library housed within), and the Eliz b.:
Chace Wellness and Athletic Center.
noted, whenever you enhance a college's
ities and improve academic reputati n.
degree of every alumnus.
Eaton graduated from Bryant with a 0<1t:nc:1;)
degree in business administration m
Since then, he has enjoyed a great de'
, ....,"'"
banking field. "I obtained excellent ..' ........,
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rederick Eaton '53 cele
Bryant that enabled me to com
brated his 50th Bryant
pete very well with gl'aduates of
reunion this fall and
the top schools," Eaton said,
was inducted into the
adding that he is very happy for
Loyal Guard during
the liberal arts component of the
Homecoming festivities. For
degree programs now and the
Eaton, a charter member of the
mphasis on communication as
President's Leadership Council
pru1 of a business education.
since 1997, coming to campus
Eaton's Bryant degree led to a
after 10 years reaffu1ned the rea
long his tory with N orstar Bank in
bany, where he worked for 38
son he has been a consistent sup
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all trus time.
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Eaton and rus wife, Jean, who
1988-executive vice president.
,,\lith graduates of the
are residents of Voorheesville,
He continues to work during his
N.Y., said they liked the direction
l'etirement
as a consultant to sev
top schools. "
the College was heading in. "The
-a1ltPstate New York banks.
Ol'iginally from WilliamstO\vn,
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ila!'s., Eaton attended Bryant on
enal," he said, highlighting the
George E. Bello Center (and The Douglas and Judith Kmpp a partial scholarship [I'om the College and also from a
Library housed within), and the Elizabeth and Malcolm local Rotary. As a student. he lived in a residential home
Chace Well ness and Athletic Center. In addition, Eaton in Providence. where he "el'ved as a "mother's helper" in
noted, whenever you enhance a college's programs and facil
exchange for mom and board. His success after gradua
ities and improve academic reputation, it enhances the tion made it possible to put his own sons, Michael and
David, through college without any scholarships.
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degree in business administration emphasizing finance. and progr ams that I know the money I send is well
Since then, he has enjoyed a great deal of success in the spent," E aton explained. "Anything that is good for
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BRYANT COLLEGE ACHIEVES
AACSB REACCREDITATION
Accreditation by AACSB International-the
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of
Business-is considered to be the hallmark of excel
lence in management education. Bryant w1derwent a
rigorous peer-review process in November 2003 and
was notified in December that the inst.itution's under
graduate and graduate business-degree programs
were reaccredited. Bryant was originally accredited for a H)-year
term in 1994 after implementing significant changes that brought
the College into compliance with AACSB standards. This recogni
tion placed us among an elite group of educational institutions in
the United States and abroad. Only 384 institutions with gTaduate
,mel undergTaduate programs (similar to Bryant College) are
accredited by AACSB.
A lonq-li me SUPPOi·ter ofaccreditation
and (I n «,;pelt iii tlw/ield, \~ K. Unili,
t'ice p" esideiltfol' Ac(ulmni(, AjfcLir-s , has
c/.aired llillll el·OIl.~ (Lc('i w li/qlio/l boards
J(rr lite p".,1 /0 !feal's awl. i8 ",JUyhl olllf'n'
Iris e;q)ei·ti~e Oil lite 811~ieet. [;, l1I i l/ o/laUy
.,i_ts Oi' IIV{) a('('retiilatio;, I Nuil,~ al allier
schools every yeal: This yew' he c/wii'r;
three accreditatioll tea./lls: Culurado
State: Ihe Univers ity of Dei-roit Mercy:
and St. Bunaventure in N ew York.

The peer reviewers are deans of other accredited busi
ness schools who assess the institution's curriculum
and deg1'ee requirements, faculty qualifications, com
puter and library resources, admission process, and
intellectual climate. Dedicated, hard-working faculty,
administration, staff, trustees, students, and alumni
prepared for this review for more than two years.
Accreditation assw'es Bryant College stakeholders that the College:

CREATE

BRYJ

T

• provides an education based on a carefully constructed mission
• selects and supports students so that they can become
outstanding graduates
• delivers high-quality degree programs taught by qualified faculty
• supports a faculty that contributes to Imowledge through
research and scholarship
"Reaccreditation demonstrates Bryant's commitment to the
ioiuccessful pursuit of academic excellence," says V.K. Unni, vice
president for aClldemic affairs. "Our programs are continually
improving-and it shows."
Recently, AACSB International changed its reaccreditation
policy and will conduct reviews every five years instead of 10 years.
Bryant's next on-site review will begin in 2008. •
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7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m,

Women throughout southeastern New England will con
verge on Bryant College for the seventh Women's Summit.
This sold-out conference features a variety of educational
programs, nationally renowned keynote speakers, and net
working sessions. This year the focus is on building a solid
foundation of charactel~ courage, and creativity to achieve
your professional and personal goals in business and life.

OUR THANKS TO OUR 2004 PRIMARY SPONSOR:

Creativity.

Sharon Allen is the chairman of the

Deloitte U.S. Board of Directors.
She is the highest-mnking woman in
the firm's history and has more than
30 years of experience in auditing
and consulting.
Claire Shipman is the senior national

correspondent for ABC News' Good
Mornil1g America. She is an award
winning journalist who has also worked
at NBC News and CNN.

Deborah Rosado Shaw is the founder
BENEFAGOR SPONSOR:

Deloitte

Arnica Insurance, EMC, General Dynamics Electric
Boat, The Providence Journal, Right Management Consultants,
Sovereign Bank, Texas Instruments
PATRON SPONSORS:

1, 8
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of Umbrellas Plus, and Dream BIG!
Enterprises. She has been recognized
with numerous awards and was named
one of the most successful Latinas by
Hispanic Magazil1e.
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HOW I GIVE: " VYe donate money every year toward
scholarships. By naming Bryant in our wills, we
will also endow an accounting scholarship, and at the
same time reduce or eliminate the estate tax burden
on our fami.ly. "

Geraldine and
Richard
Capobianco '53
VEHICLE: Charitable

Lead Trust

Courage. Creativity.
Sharon Allen is the chairman of the
,)ltte LI. S. Board of Directors.
It.: L~ rhe highest-ranking woman in
IInn 's history and has more than
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Claire Shipman is the senior national
'rn'5 pondent for ABC News' Good
I 'millg America. She is an award
ni ngjournalist who has also worked
Be '-:ews and CNN.

Deborah Rosado Shaw is the founder
I' u mbrellas Plus, and Dream BIG!
hUl:rprises. She has been recognized
\\'lIh numerous awards and was named
one of the most successful Latinas by
Hisl'flllic Magazine.

WHY I GIVE: "I had a
great student experience
at Bryant, and Gcri and I have some wonderful
friendships as a result of our Bryant connections.
In 1992 "VI" established an endowed scholarship, and
Geri and I try to meet the recipient of the scholarship
each year. We enjoy djscussing each student's career
ambitions. Our trust allows us to co ntinue to add to
the scholarship as well as fund other projects."

Lucille G. Killiany '46
VEHICLE: Charitable Gift

Annuity (CGA)
WHY I GIVE : "My Bryant edu

cation has helped me to
attain so many of my goals.
It is my hope that by giving
back to Bryant, the College will continue to grow
its excellent academic progrnms."

1 have
tried to give whatever I could. This year, I created a
charitable gift annuity. My donation provides me
with an attractive rate of return as long as 1 live, and
the remainder of the annuity will then benefit the
scholarship fund 1 established at Bryant."
HOW I GIVE: "Since graduating, every year

The benefits of planned giving:
• Receive a charitable income tax deduction
Reduce or eliminate capital gains tax on
apprecia ted property
• Increase spendable income on an aiter-tax basis
• Reduce current income taxes
• Save on estate taxes and probate fees
• Pass assets to heirs and others

HOW I GIVE: "Geri and I established a charitable lead

trust that allows us to make generous gifts to our
favorite charitable organizations, like Bryant, during
our lifetimes. At the end of the term of the trust, the
assets will be transferred to our children and grand
chi.ldren so they can benefit from reduced gift, estate,
and generation-skipping taxes."

Become a mem ber of The 1863 Society by
creating your own legacy at Bryant. We can work
with you to identify the appropriate planned giving
vehicle that can help you achieve your family
goals and create a legacy at your alma mater.

Call Richard Lafleur, Major and Planned
Gifts Officer, at (401) 232-6561.

Bryant College
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BRYANT ATHLETICS:
WOMEN DOMINATE THE FIELD
FALL

'03

ATHLETICS

he rising su c ss of Bryant College's athletic
progTarns c an be attributed in large part to the
success of its women
ports program. Last year
BryaI'lt fini l'led second in the Northea.st-IO
Conferenc President Cup tandings, a rank:ing that
rates overall atilietic
ccess
all sports sponsored by
the canf renee. TIlls past fall port sea on was no
different a Bryant was again well-repr ented in
various CAA Championship c01.npetitions.
Bryant's Women's Field
Hockey team won the
Northeast-l0 Conference
regular-season title in
late October and made it
to the NCAA tournament
for the second consecu
tive year. The team's suc
cess brought out close to
100 devoted fans (includ
ing President Machtley
and Kati Machtley), who
Heidi Chiriyoti.8 '04
attended the exhilarating
final playoff game at UMass Lowell. Head Coach Connie
Fichera was proud of her team and thrilled to see the out
pouring of support. "These women have really worked for
it," she says. "They've shown great commitment and have
become very strong as individual players and as a team."
At the Northeast-l0 field hockey awards banquet,
held at Bryant College on October 31, senior Heidi
Chirigotis '04 (Westport, Mass.) was named 2003
Northeast-l0 Player of the Year after leading the nation
with 27 goals this season. Chirigotis and teammates
Melissa Manseau '05 (Bedford, N.H.) and Jamie Wall '05

Garlacy was named the Northea -t -10 ··'l1lJ:en:nt!
the Year as the Bulldogs swept all
honors for the first time. Sophomol
(Guayabo, Puerto Rico) was nam
Player of the Year; senior Britta B......,.........u
Neb.) was named the conference's t
Cegarra '07 (Danville, N.H.) was n
Freshman of the Year; and junior
(Guayabo, Puerto Rico) earned D ~
Year honors for 2003. Propelling th t·
ence title and NCAA berth was a . t ~
streak midway through the season. b
of 15 straight.

(Sharon, Mass.) were named All-American by the
National Field Hockey Coaches Association in November.
Chil'igotis is the first Bryant field hockey player to be
named Northeast-l0 Player of the Year since the pro
gram's first season in 1999.
Other Bulldogs in the spotlight include Elizabeth
Gunn '04 (Vineyard Haven, Mass.) who earned Second Team
All-Conference honors with 10 goals and three assists.
OLLEYE LL

Despite losing four starters
from last year's team, the
Bryant women's volleyball
team turned in a record
breaking season with an
undefeated Northeast-l0
regular-season and cap
tured the school's second
Northeast-l0 Conference
Tournament Championship
with a win over Merrimack
in November. The team
Britta Beckman '04
won a school-record 37
matches this season and qualified for the NCAA tourna
ment for the fifth consecutive year. Head coach Theresa

Allis01l Kelly '04

was nam
Northeast-lO while Christine Kalukie\ ~
Mass.) and Laura Pursell '05 (Che! . H
earned All-Conference honors this : a.:.
led the team with 11 goals and 11 a~ ' • I
the post-season honors, junior g ali
(Elicot City, Md.) was named Acad m'
for District 1.
CROSS COUl'''TRY

Bryant College senior cross
Paula Klepadlo '04 of Smithfield.
the NCAA Northeast Region Runn r
placing first overall at the NCA.-\ • - 

IELD

e 's athletics
part to the
run. Last year
rtheast-l0
ranking tl~at
sponsored by
eason was no
esented in
. 'ions.
All-American by the
key Coaches Association in November.
t Bryant field hockey player to be
~,,,, - 10 Player of the Year since the pro
in 1999.
in the spotlight include Elizabeth
'~-i Ha\'en, Mass.) who earned Second Team
In; "'ith 10 goals and three assists.

Garlacy was named the Northeast: 10 Conference Coach of
the Year as the Bulldogs swept all conference postseason
honors for the first time. Sophomore :lVIichelle Muniz '06
(Guayabo, Puerto Rico) was named the Northeast-l0
Player of the Year; senior Britta Beckman '04 (Omaha,
Neb.) was named the conference's Setter of the Year; Jess
Cegarra '07 (Danville, N.H.) was named the conference
Freshman of the Year; and junior Carola Pierluisi '05
(Guayabo, Puerto Rico) earned Defensive Player of the
Year honors for 2003. Propelling the team to the confer
ence title and NCAA berth was a stellar 23·match \'lin
streak midway through the season, breaking the old mark
of 15 straight.

CCER
The women's soccer team
turned in a fine fall season,
winning a school-record
14 games. Led by the play
of senior Allison Kelly '04
(Trumball, Conn.), the Bull
dogs went 9-0-2 during
their first 11 games includ
ing \vins over Stonehill,
UMass-Lowell, and Saint
Anselm. Kelly finished the
year with nine goals and
Allison Kelly '04
was named First Team All
Northeast-l0 while Christine Kalukiewicz '06 (Littleton,
Mass.) and Laura Pursell '05 (Cherry Hill, N.J.) also
earned All-Conference honors this season. Kalukie\'licz
led the team \'lith 11 goals and 11 assists. In addition to
the post-season honors, junior goalie Kim Rekart '05
(Elicot City, Md.) was named Academic All-American
for District I.

CRosseD
B-ritta Beckman '04
~ and qualified for the NCAA touma
consecutive year. Head coach Theresa

.Y

Bryant College senior cross country standout
Paula Klepadlo '04 of Smithfield, R.I., was named
the NCAA Northeast Region Runner of the Year after
placing first overall at the NCAA Northeast Regional

Championship in Boston in
early November. Klepadlo,
the 2003 Northeast-l0
Conference champion, took
it a step further at the
National Championships in
late November as she fin
ished 11th overall, earning
2003 All-American honors
for Division II. A member
of the Bryant track & field
team and NCAA qualifier in
the 1,500 meters, Klepadlo Pauln Klepadlo '04
concluded her cross country
career as one of the top mnnel'S in the nation by finishing
in a time of 21 minutes, 47 seconds, just 1:14 behind the
overall winner, despite being hampered by stress frac
tUl'es during her first three years at Bryant. To compete
on a national level, Klepadlo spent hours training in the
campus pool as the injuries healed.
'NOMEN ' S ,'\.TID...ETICS A PR[ORT'TY AT BRYANT

Women's athletics has grown significantly in the last
four years. Director of Athletics Dan Gavitt arrived on
campus four years ago with a goal to improve Bryant
athletics to not just attract more students, but to make
the athletic programs more successful and diverse for
current and future students.
The gro\vth over the last four years has been
impressive, particularly with the women's programs.
"Women are in leadership and mentoring positions at
Bryant. There are more women coaching women's
teams, and the head athletic trainer is a woman," says
Gavitt. "Both the men's and women's cross country
teams are coached by women."
Bryant is committed to making athletics a rich and
fulfilling experience for all students who choose to
participate. "Bryant is a terrific place to be a female
student athlete," says Gavitt. "Our programs are com
petitive, but welcoming. In terms of success, ranking,
and support, we are second to none." •
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SPOTLIGHT ON BRYANT:
FACULTY NEWS

TIt [\ol<::ll'ljG 0 1
~' ARKISL, :o-J CHAIR

PETER . IGRO

This fall, Pete l' Nigro joined
BI'yant College's finance
department as the Norman
SaI'kisian Chair, the College's
first and only endowed chair.
NigTo has been acclimating to
the wodd of academia while
keeping his vision trained on
the world of finance outside the
College. Part of his job as
Sarkisian Chair will be to
bridge the two spheres.
Nigro comes to the Bryant
faculty from the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency
(OCC), where he was a senior

A: all undp1Wllduate,
:\"rman "u'ki sian '53 was
im oh eo1 in 1'lUUl) ~ mpUii
a/'u\'j i all.1 \\a. cl.,,:e.
fJi 'n,l \~iUl til ,Ia' b. fam

financial economist in the pol
icy analysis division ,' ince H199,
and worked there in other
capacities si nce 19~)2 . During
his tenure he provided the
financial evidence that helped
win a discI'imination case in
which a bank was required to
pay $7 million in fines. He also
co-developed and taught
courses on credit scoring and
statistical fair lending models
fOI' bank examiners. Among his
many awards, Nigro received
the OCC Special Award nearly
every year since 1996.
Nigro obtained his Ph.D.
from Boston College in 1991.
He earned a master of arts in
1988 at the University of
Southern California and gradu
ated from the College of the
Holy Crolls with a bachelor of
arts in 1986. His fi elds of inter
est include commercial bank
ing, small firm finance, credit
scoring/credit risk modeling,
mortgage finance, fair lending,
and mutua.! funds. He sits
on the editorial board of the
Journal of Entreprenem'ial
Finance and Business
Ventures ancl is an ad hoc ref
er ee for various other journals.

Nigro enjoys the two
pronged nature of his job.
In his classes, such as Financial
Markets and Institutions,
NigTo engages students in
current events by requiring
them to read the prominent
national newspapers like the
Wall Street Journal so they
will become conversant on
topics such as trading on the
New York Stock Exchange,
the Canary mutual fund
scanda l, and the Freddie Mac
accounting scandals.
As Sarkisian Chair, Nigro is
involved in outreach activit ies
with important banking and
finance officials, such as repre
sentatives of the Rhode Island
Banker s Association a nd the
Rhode Island Mortgage
Bankers Association, to dis
cuss potential partnership
opportunities with the College.
According to David Louton,
professor of finance, the idea
behind bringing the Sarkisian
Chair into the financ e depart
ment was to promote the
development ofrelationship~
with the local financial services
community. "Peter is already
very well-known in t he bank

ing industry as a result of his
10 years with the OCC, and
this fit::: very well with our cur
rent pl'ogTam cievelopment
objectives," Louton explains.
In addition, NigTo does
research and writes articles,
such as a recent one on preda
tory lending laws. H e is aliso
w orking on a proposal to
establis h a Financial Literacy
Center at the College.
Nigro and his wife Mary
have four young children, ages
eight, six, three, and two.
Mary will be an adj unct profes
sor in economics at Bryant in
the spring.

alma mater, and from that time,
Sarkisian became one of the
College's most avid supporters.
Following his gl'aduation
in 1953, Sarkisian retumecl to his
native Hartford, Conn., to begin
a cm'eel' in accounting before
he Wllli s\viftly propelled into
im E'~t ing, stmting with the
B aeun Machine Company; other
~lll ' "ful acquisitions ensuecl.

As his fortunes grew,
Sarkisian became mOl'e
involved in the community,
particularly AImenian causes.
He was a Bryant tmstee from
1982 to 1991 and became a
memher of the Parents' Council
when his son Robert '88
enrolled at the College. He
subsequently made the largest
single gift to the College up to

that time, which resulted in
the establishment of the
Norman Sarkisian Chair in
Bus iness Economics.
Sarkisian was an honomry
tmstee until his death in
August of 2000. He used to
say that his dream was to
make Bryant a world-class
institution-a dream he did
much to make a reality.

P

LICATlO. S .

~A.: JA r
, presented a
series of papers at the following
conferences: "The Impact
of NFC and Knowledge on
Consumer Response toward
Complex Print Advertise
ments" at the Association
for Consmner Research
Conference, Toronto, Canada;

"The Globalization ofProfes
sional Sports and COllllteifeit
ing of Sports Paraphernalia"
at th e Macro-Marketing
Conference, Foxwoods Resolt,
Ledyard, Conn.; and "Gender
Differences in Consumer
Response to Complex Print
Advertiseme nts" at the
Association for Consumer
Research, European
Conference, Dublin, Ireland.

PROPE SORO '
TILt;;;TORY JUD •
B ....\ RRETl' LITOFF'S
latest book project is a biogra
phy of ViI'gini a d'Albert Lake,
an American living in France in
the 1930s-40s who helped
downed Allied airmen make
their way back to England.
Litoff, who calls d' Albert Lake
"an unsung American heroine of
the French Resistance," spent
a week in France this past sum
mer going through the papers
of d' Albert Lake and conducting
interviews with family mem
bers. Litoffalso launched the
Humanities Fonllll of Rhode
Island lecture series on
September 22 with a talk about
her new book, Fighting
Fascism in Europe: The World

War /1 Letters of an American
Veteran of the Spanish Civil
War (New York: Fordham
University Press, 2003).

Judy Barrett Liloff

J.

1ET M .RAH..~L RTIN, professol' of psy
chology, presented a paper
titled, "Cross Cultural
Behaviors Related to Online
H ealth Infol1nation" at the

"The Globalizat.ion ofProfes
sional SpOlis and Countelfeit
ing of Sports Paraphernalia"
at the Macro-Marketing
Conference, Foxwoods ReSOlt,
Ledyard, Conn.; and "Gender
Differences in Consumer
Response to Complex Print
Advertisements" at the
Association for Consumer
Research, European
Conference, Dublin, Ireland.

T:

ing industry as a result of his
10 years with t he OCC, and
thi.s fits very well with our cur
rent program development
objectives," Louton explains.
In addition, Nigro does
research and writes articles,
such a.'3 a re cent one on preda
tOl'Y lending laws. He is also
working on a proposal to
establish a Financial Literacy
Center at the College.
Nigro and his wife Mary
have four young children, ages
eight, six, three, and two.
Mary will be an adjunct profes
sor in economics at Bryant in
the spring.

PROFESSOR OF
ffiSTORY JL'DY
BARRE'IT LfTOFF'S
latest book project is a biogra
phy of Virginia d' Albert Lake,
an American Ii ving in France in
the 19308-40S who helped
downed Allied ainnen make
their 'way back to England,
Litoff, who calls d'AJbelt Lake
"an unsung American heroine of
the French Resistance," spent
a week in France this past sum
mer going through the papers
of d' Albert Lake and conducting
intel-views with family mem
bers. Litoff also launched the
Humanities Forum of Rhode
Island lecture series on
September 22 with a talk about
her new book, Fighting
Fascism in Eumpe: The World
War II Letters of an American
Veter'an of the Spanish Civil
War (New York: Fordham
University Press, 2003).

~ATION

A-'ID SCHOLARLY
ACHIEVEMEl'.'TS

PROFE

,n

JA'"

'UTREVU presented a
sel'ies of papers at the following
conferences: "The Impact
of NFC and Knowledge on
Consumer Response toward
Complex PI"int Advertise
ments" at the Association
for Consumel' Research
Conference, Toronto, Canada;

that time, which resulted in
the establishment of the
Norman SaTkisian Chair in
Business Economics,
Sarkisian was an honorary
trustee until his death in
August of 2000, He used to
say that his dream was to
make Bryant a wodd-class
institution-a dream he did
much to make a reality.

VIII European Congress of
Psychology in Vienna, Austria.
She presented another paper,
"How Intel11et Usel's Find,
Evaluate, and Use Online
Health InfOlmation" at the
i\nnual convention of the
American Psychological
Association in Toronto, Canada,
in August, which was part of a
symposium titled, "Evaluating
the Quality of Internet Mental
Health Information" that she
chaired and co-organized with
John Groho!. She has also
been invited to join the scien
tific committee for the First
International Conference on
Gender and Gender Research
in the Information Society,
which will be held next
September in Cadiz, Spain.

ROF

was a Fulbright Scholar in
Portugal in the fall of2002.
He published "International
Trade and Accounting Policy
Choice" (/nternationalJournal
ofAccounting) and "The
Effects of Labor on Accounting
Policy Choice: Theory and
Canadian Evidenee" (fOlth
coming in Canadian
Accounting Perspectives).

Charles Cnllinan
Judy Barrett L itoff
JA~~

~

MORAHAl.....M.ARTI!';, professor of psy
chology, presented a paper
titled , "Cross Cultural
Behaviors Related to Online
Health Information" at the

New York University and with
the SmartLab at Central
St. Martins, an art school in
London. She also presented
a paper at a conference
in Thessaloniki, Gl'eece, con
ducted workshops in Wales and
London, and led a weeklong
summer school program at the
first-ever Disability Studies
Summel' University in Bremen,
Germany. She also participated
in an artists' summel' school in
Lisbon, Portugal.
In her new book, "Disability
aud Contemporary PeJ!017YUM u:e:
Bod:ie.~ on Edge" (London and
New York: Routledge, 2003),
Kuppers e>..-plores the relation
ship between contemporary per
fOlmance practice and disability,
and investigates the ways in
which disabled pelformers chal
lenge, change, and incorporate
existing stereotypes in their
work. Encompassing the fields
ofperiormance, cultw'al, and dis
ability studies-and the media
oftheatre, dance, photography,
and performance art-Kuppers
draws on the insights developed
by theorists such as Foucault,
Merieau-Ponty, and Deleuze to
question the a.<;sumptions of
tragedy and loss that are tradi
tionally associated with the
disabled person and to suggest
new understandings of disability
and identity politics. She cites
numerous examples of individual
performers and groups from
North America and Ew'ope,
including Mat Fraser,Jo Spence,
CandoCo, and r.;Oiseau Mouche.

.T
ORD. access
services librarian, presented
a program titled "E-Reserves
Using Millennium Media
Management" at the 11th
Annual Innovative Users
Group International Conference
in San Jose, Calif.

appearance on "NBC Nightly
News with Tom Brokaw"
was highlighted in the Fall
2003 issue of Bryant Business.
; PEAReE. assis
tant professor of communica
tion and Kristen Berkos,
assistant professOl' of communi
cation, presented research
on "The Effects of Profanity
Use on Teachel' Credibility
and AttI-activeness" at the
Deutsche Gesellschaft
fur Sprechwissenschaft und
Spl'echerziehung, Saarbrucken,
Germany, October 11 at the
International Instructional
Communication Conference.

Kev in Pearce

HO
recently gave an invited
presentation titled, "Molecular
and Isotope Signals from Living
and Fossil Metasequoia,"
for the Depaltment of Forest
Ecosystem Science, University
of Maine, Orono,
~G

PETRA KUPPERS. assis
tant professor in performance
studies, dil'ected a dance/multi
media show with disabled
altists at the Livel-pool Institute
of Pel'forming Alts in collabo
ration with the Center for
Advanced Technologies at

MAT1 IE..' L-\'TII

spoke to the
Smithfield Rotary on August 5
on "The Consequences of
Retiring Under Social Security
at Age 62." His national TV
I Hong Yang
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SPOTLIGHT ON BRYANT:
CAMPUS NEWS

L VE BRY
HINE
Inclement weather didn't stop nearly 4,000 stu
dents, alumni, faculty, staff, and guests from
descending upon Bryant's caITIpUS October 3-5
for HomecoITIing & Reunion. They celebrated
"The Character of Success," visited with friends,
enjoyed athletic competitions, and toured our
magnificent campus.
Friday's offerings included a homecoming
barbecue and comedy shO'w,

followed by a pep rally and bonfire. Saturday's
festivities lucked off with the induction of the
newest members into the Loyal Guard-those
alwnni who graduated 50 years ago. An inter
faith seIvice, alumni garnes, a pre-gaIIle
brunch, and a "fun tent" for ltids kept people
busy early in the day. The football game between
the Bryant Bull-dogs and Bentley drew thou
sands of fans, and Joe Rockstar put on an enter
taining show later that night.

On Sunday, the third an
Nassaney Memorial Cro --c
Walk drew a field of SOO ru n.
from the race were added 1
fund established in Shawn'
family, friends, classrnat ~ .
eIIlployer American Po,,- I
Gifts could also be designal
of the melTIorial scholarJ;,hl ~
Shawn, William LUIU '7S. J ~ r
or Lynn Goodchild '9S 
I
the September 11 attack (II
Trade To,.yers.
Alumni in attendance r n
from the Cranston sisters.
Class of '41, to a group fr 1
'SS, who tailgated
parking lot.

SEP
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The Mancilli sisters, Mickey awi Mary, 1Vet'8 the first women
to enroll in Bryant:s accounting program.

l'filly and bonfire. Saturday's
IT with the induction of the
into the Loyal Guard-those
nated 50 years ago. An inter
J Ulllni garnes, a pre-game
-rUll tent" for kids kept people
y. 'TIle football g"aJ.ue between
U-dogs and Bentley drew- thou
d Joe Rockstar put on an enter
lJ.ing show- later that night.

On Sunday. the third annual Shawn M.
N a s s aney lVlenlorial Cross Country Race /
'Valk drew- a field of 800 runners. Proceeds
from the race were added to a scholarship
fund established in Shawn's luemory by his
fan1.ily, friends, classn1.ates, and former
eUlployer AIDeriean Power Conversion.
Gifts could also be designated to one or all
of the menlorial scholarships honoring
Shawn, William LUlU '78, Jason Coffey '98,
or Lynn Goodchild '98-a11 victiIns of
tbe Septeulber 11 attack on the World
Trade Towers.
Alun1.ni in attend a nce ran the gaID ut
froln the Cranston s i sters , luembers o f the
Class of ' 41. to a group fron1. the Class of
'88, who tailgated and relninisced in the
parking lot.

Wearing lnatching lnan-sized
Bryant class rings (,voluen's
rings weren't available in 1941),
the Mancini sisters, Mary, 87,
and sister Mickey. 85, haven't
missed a Bryant reunion since
they celebrated their 50th in
1991. Both sistex's got great jobs after their
Bryant degrees, with Mary 'Norldng in the
private sector for a CPA, eventually taking
over his position, and Mickey in accounting
at the U .S. Naval Base in New-port. Both sis
ters retired in 1984.
Each said they were impressed with the
transfoI'lnation that had taken place since
tbe last tilne they visited Call1.pus. "It's
absolutely unbelievable," said IVlickey.
Mary added, "'Ve're so proud."
Jackie Tschida '88 carne all the way fronl
Minnesota for Bryant's HOlllecolning &
Reunion. She l'eIllains friends "vith many
of the lllenlbers of her class, \vho were also
tailga ting i n the parking lot. An accounting
concent.ra tor at Bryant, Tschida now ,vol'l.:s
as a federal agent in Minneapolis. ~
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E.rrHlCS SERIE~
Enron. WorldCom. Arth7~r
Andel"15en. Ethical issnes have
been making headlines, and
Bryant is taking the opportu
nity toframe a larger di:;cns 
sion among stndentsJacnlty,
and staffthrmlgh this year's
Ethics and Commun ity
Speake/' Series.

David Wein stein (rigltlj

1\vo prominent speakers
came to campus this fall
semester. David C. Weinstein,
executive vice president of
Fidelity government &
regionall relations, spoke on
"Making Ethical Business
Choices" on September 24.
Boston CoHege Professor
Juliet Schor, a social econo
mist, came to campus on
November 12. She joined

Bryant faculty in a colloquium
titled: "Becoming an Ethical
Consumer: Environment,
Social Justice, and the
Global Economy," and then
addressed a student audience
on "The Overworked
American: Ethical Choices
in Work and Family."
The sel'ie~ brings two
more speakers to campm; in
the spring semester.
Bioethics specialist Ronald
Green. a pl'ofessor and direc
tor of the Ethics Institute at
Dartmouth College, will come
tq camplls on February 25.
:\Iik Hilbon, a Canadian
ac 'ount ing executive whose
prelli cament has been likened
to t hat fit' Sherron Watkins
rrorn E nrOll. will addl-ess the
c mmunity on April 7.
Da id Lux. dean of under
gr ad uate ,;tudie~, and
Eli zabet h Walden, an assis
t " nt p rofes~or of humanities
who abo sen'e" on the series

.

••
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Dear Readers,
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...

, .rI
Juliet Sclwr

planning committee, see the
series as a way of connecting
the campus community to the
community at lal'ge .
"Business leaders like
David Weinstein take these
issues as seriously as the
Bryant faculty, and it's really
important for the students
to see that," Lux explains.
"Ethics isn't just a classroom
discussion and then you
work in the real world. Our
teachers are preparing our
students to deal with the
challenges of a complex world
in a manner that reflects
ethical considerations."

After almost 27 years at B '~Tanl I
as managing editor of BI'yant Bu. '11'
volunteeling for the Make-A-Wi h oWJIdli!:ioI:..
my husband, spending more tim mth
children, and reading for sheer pi at-u
lVlanaging the preparation, produ ,ti
Bryant BusirU3:;s has been a mOi't r e\\'Al'lrtm'f'> 'I.nh..
bly creative and talented people includin
photographers, and Web de s ig11er~ and t ~w.iC:tl~
closely with students who are il1\·oln ·d.
faculty who prepare students for a suc\:
clone business with respom:ive and kn
dueing the magazine. Most of all, I ha .
with, and highlight alumni who make IX -- 
global neighborhood. From recent ~'(l u n •
have reached a venef'able age, there 00\

he upper and lo'wer 1 " , ' (,1.., ( r
were filled close to ea, HI It
College weicoined hundr 'd ...
aluIllni, faculty, staf.f.
Wedne day, December :3. :2
the 27th annual Festiva l of L'-I
This year's eve ning (.: (' 1(.
sored by the Offices of AlullHl1
Student Activities, was p I'·(
day of holiday a th·iti - .
eggnog and hot cider an el
gingerbread cookies in i h
Da ve Binder played holid "
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planning committee, see the
series as a way of connecting
the campus community to the
community at large.
"Business leaders like
David Weinstein take these
issues as seriously as the
Bryant faculty, and it's really
impOl'tant for the students
to see that," Lux explains.
"Ethics isn't just a classroom
discussion and then you
work in the real world. Our
teachers are preparing our
students to deal with the
challenges of a complex world
in a manner that reflects
ethical considerations."

After almost 27 years at Bryant College, the last five of them
as managing editor of Bryant B1lsiness , 1 retired in July. I'll be
volunteering for the Make-A-Wish Foundation, traveling with
my husband, spending more time with my thl'ee wonderful gI'and
children, and reading for sheer pleasure.
Managing the preparation, production, and distribution of
Bryant Business has been a most rewarding job. I've met incredi
bly creative and talented people including writers, designers,
photogI'aphers, and Web designers and technicians. I've worked
closely with students who are involved, caring, and focused, and
faculty who prepare students for a successful future. And I've
done business with responsive and knowledgeable vendors in pro
ducing the magazine. Most of all, I have been able to meet, talk
with, and highlight alumni who make positive difJerences in our
global neighborhood . From recent young alumni to those who
have reached a venerable age, there have been many remarkable

he upper and lower levels of the Rotun.da
were fill e d close to capacity as Brya.nt
College ,velcollled J"lundreds of students,
alun"lni, faculty, st.aff, and friends on
\ 'V edncsday. Decen"lber 3. 2003, at 7 p.m. for
the 27th all.llual Festival of Lights.
This year's evening cel e bration, spon
sored b~l the Offices of Alull"lni R e lations and
Student Activities, was preceded by a full
day of holiday activities. Guests sipped
eggnog and hot cidel' and :made their own
gingerbread cookies in the Rotunda while
Dave Binder pla;:lred holiday Illusic and oth e r

T

and compelling stories. Anticipating the next alticle to be discov
el'ed and relating it to our friends by way of Bryant Business has
kept me young at heart and socially aware.
I will miss the hustle and bustle of preparing each issue of the
magazine for distribution. I look fonval'd to receiving future
issues, so that I can keep up to date with my alma mater and my
friends and colleagues at Bl'yant College.
Thank you fol' the opportunity to sel've you.

9~~a'71~
Joyce G. O'Neill '84
Managing Editor,
Bryant Business 1998-2003

sing-a-Iong songs on his guitar. Santa and
Mrs. Claus showed up for photo opportuni
ties, and student ol'ganizations offered
unique cultural activities.
The traditional lighting of the Il"lenorah
and the ChristIllas tree by President ROll
Machtley and wife Kati occurred after the
lighting of the Advent Wreath, Festival of
Lights of India, a.nd the lighting of the
Kwanzaa candles. Bosto.n Brass, a five-piece
brass band, rounded out the evening with
a perforlllance in the newly relnodeled
Janikies Auditoriul1:J..
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1978
ERNEST A. ALMONTE
'85MSTofNorth Scituate, R.I.,
was appointed to a three year
tel'lll to the board of directors of
the American Institute of
Celtified PubLic Accountantl;.

CLASS NOTES

1965
RICHARD M. TAVONE of
Cranston, R.I., was honored with
a feature cover story for the
July 2003 issue in Prim-e Tim-e
Magazine. The wtide, "A
Lifetime on the Links," wa:; part of
the Doer's Profile series in the
magazine. Richard is the golf
professional at Wa:;hington Village
Golf Cow-se in Coventry, R.I.
1968
JAMES P. F'EROLITO of
Nanagansett, R.I ., merged hi-"
accounting firm, Gorman &
Ferolito CPAs, Inc., with
Randolph Dittmar '77, '85MST
and Duncan McNeil of Dittmar
& McNeil CPAs, Inc. Jim is
the vice presiden t of the new
company, Dittmar, McNeil &
Ferolito CPAs, Inc., located in
Warwick, R.I.
1969
HONORABLE DOUGLAS H.
FISHER of Bridgeton , N.J., was
elected an assemblyman to the
State of New Jersey Legislature.
VINCENT C. VESCE of
Peekskill, N.Y., was named exec
utive vice president of corporate
services and administr-ation at the
New York Power AuthOl'ity in
White Plains, N. Y.

1970
MARGUERITE E. GIULIANO
of San Jose, Calif., received a
bachelor's degree in nutritional
sciences \vith a concentration in
dietetics from San Jose State
University in San Jose.
1971
STEVEN R. HILL of Houston,
Tex., was named
vice president
of Irving Ship
building Inc.,
located in Houston
and Halifax, Canada. Irving
Shipbuilding comprises selected
companies involved in ship
building, offshore modulm' fabri
cation, ship repair, and
engineering sel'vices.
1972
MlCHAEL.J. BARROZAof
Smithfield, R.I., established a
new accounting firm, Barboza &
Co., LLC, in Johnston, R.I. The
firm \vill provide services in all
areas of accounting, tax, and
aUcliting. Michael was also elected
as an officer for the Overseas
Lodge #40 ofMa:;ons and is
a member of the clown unit of
the Sluiners. The Shliner
clowns visit lvith children in
local hospitals and perfOl'lll
in valiolls parades.

RICHARD A. KAPLAN of
Montgomery Village, Md., a
program clirector \\ith the
Department of Transportation
in Washington, D.C., was named
Manager of the Year by Ken
Mead, Inspector General of
the U.S. Department of
Transportation. Richard also
accepted an award for excellence
from the President's Council
on Integrity and Efficiency for a
team <Illiclit on the Central
Ali;el), Tunnel Finance Plan and
the Project's Owner Contmlled
Insurance Program.
MITCHELL D. MAY of
O'Fallon, Mo., was named
distIict sales manager for Submu
of AmeI"ica in Wildwood, Mo.

1973
DAVID D. LOW onVest River,
Md., is the clirector of corporate
sales for the Security Storage
Company in Washington, D.C.
MARCIA (SENK) MILLER of
Petaluma, Calif., is a pmject
manager for GAP, Inc., in San
Bl1.ll1o, Calif.

1974
.JOYCE (GALLANT)
CAPALDO of Clearwater, Fla.,
is an executive assistant at The
Holland Group, a branch of
VeI"itlUst Financial, LLC, in
Clearwater.
GERARD R. CAYER '82MSTof
North Providence, R.I., formed
an accounting and business con
sulting firm with fellow Bryant
graduates Mark Caccia and
DOMa Caccia. Cayer Caccia, LLP,
have offices in Providence and
Woonsocket, and provide public
and private companies, individu
als , and families traclitional and
specialty accounting, tax, and
business advisory services.
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1975
JAMES W. DROST of
Middlebw-y, COM., is the general
auditor at Webster Bank in
Waterbw-y, Conn. Jim is also the
president of the WaterbUl)'
Symphony Orchestra.
JOANNE (LIPSKY) SMITH of
Swampscott, Mass., is working as
an independent contractor with
R-R Consultants Inc., in Canton,
Ma:;s. She teaches computer
classes to elementary school chil
elI'en, grades first through fifth,
in Malden, Mass.

1976
HAROLD J. PATTERSON III
of BeallfOlt, S.C., was named
head of operations for Southeast
Getaway, a Southem Vacation
and Golf Guide in BeaufOlt, which
is owned by his computer consult
ing fum Vision Technology, LLC.
He will assume opel'ating, devel
opment, and marketing responsi
bility for Southea:;t Getaway.
1977
JANET (DOYON) CLARK
of Southington, Conn., is an
underwriting manager at
'IJ-avelers Propelty Casualty
Corp. in Haltford, COM.
JOHN T. GENSCH of Toms
River, N.J., was named vice pres
ident ofsales for PaymentOne in
San Jose, Calif. John is responsi
ble fOl'leading the company's
revenue genel'ation efforts, with
particular focus in the content
and premium service markets.

GEORGE E. DOOLEY .JR. of
RidgefieLd, Conn., retw-ned to
campus in July as a guest lec
tUl'er in business ethics. His pre
sentation to MBA students
related his experiences of con
ducting business around the
world and confronting culture;;
with wide-ranging values.
George is the director of internal
auditing at Arrow Electronics in
Melville, N.Y.

1982
STEPHEN R. CAULKlJ.\1S of
Hopedale, Mass., was promoted
to senior partner at Computel'
Sciences COl-poration ConSUlting
Group in Waltham, Mass.
MITCHELL E. MACDONALD
of North Attleboro,
Mass., was named
president and chief
executive officer of
Agile Business
Media, LLC, in NOith Attleboro.
JOSEPH A. MANECA of
Greenville, R.I., was named
pI'esident of Advanced Metal
Concepts, Inc., in North
Attleboro, Mass. AMC is a manu
factw'er of custom die-cast prod
ucts, servicing a wide range
ofindustIies throughout NOlth,
Central, and South America.
EDWARD N. STEVENS of
Henderson, Nev., was named
chief operations officer of the
strategic risk management group
for the claims payment division at
Sentinel Administrators, Inc.
Sentinel Administrators is a Las
Vegas-based third party adminis
trator ofself-funded employee
benefits and workers compensa
tion programs.

1978
ERNEST A. ALMONTE
'85MSTofNorth Scituate, RI.,
was appointed to a three year
term to the board of directors of
the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants.
GEORGE E. DOOLEY JR of
Ridgefield, Conn., r eturned to
campus in July as a guest lec
turer in business ethics. Hi:; pre
sentation to i\IBA students
related his experiences of con
ducting business around the
world and confronting cultures
with \vide-ranging values.
George is the director of internal
auditing at Arrow Electronics in
Melville, N.Y.

1975
.J A.M ES W. DROST of
Middlebury, Conn., is the general
auditor at Webster Bank in
Waterbury, Conn. Jim is also the
preRident ofthe Watel'bury
Symphony Orchestra.
JOANNE (LIPSKY) SMITH of
Swampscott, Mass., is working as
an independent contractor with
R-R Consultants Inc., in Canton,
Mass. She teaches computer
classes to elementary school chll
dren, grades first through fifth,
in Malden, Mass.
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1976
HAROLDJ. PATTERSON III
ofBeaufort, S.C., was named
head of operations for Southeaf\t
Getaway, a Southern Vacation
and Golf Guide in BeaufOlt, which
is owned by his computer consult
ing fum Vision Technology, LLC.
He will assume operating, devel
opment, and marketing responsi
bility for Southeast Getaway.

of

1977
JANET (DOYON) CLARK
of Southington, Conn., is an
undenvriting manager at
Travelers Propelty Casualty
Corp. in Hmtford, Conn.
~al.ThI'

JOHN T. GENSCH of Toms
River, N.J., was named vice pres
ident ofsales for PaymentOne in
San Jose, Calif. John is responsi
ble for leading the company's
l'evenue generation efforts, with
palticular focus in the content
and premium ser'vice markets.

1982
STEPHEN R CAULKINS of
Hopedale, Mass., was promoted
to senior partner at Computer
Sciences Corporation Consulting
Group in Waltham, Mass.

•

of North Attleboro,
Mass., was named
president and chief
executive officer of
Agile Business
Media, LLC, in North Attleboro.
JOSEPH A. MANECA of
Greenville, RI., was named
president of Advan ced Metal
Concepts, Inc., in North
Attleboro, Mass. AMC is a manu
facturer of custom die-cast prod
ucts, servicing a ,vide range
of industries throughout North,
Central, and South Amel"ica.
EDWARD N. STEVENS of
Henderson, Nev., was named
chief operations officer of the
strategic dsk management group
for the claims payment division at
Sentinel Administrators, Inc.
Sentinel Administrators is a Las
Vegas-based third party adminis
trator of self-funded employee
benefits and workers compensa
tion programs.

TRACY (DOVIKEN) WER
NICKI of Salem, Conn., was pro
moted to Investigator III for
the State of Connecticut Division
of Public Defender Services in
Uncasville, Conn.

.1.983
JAY LORENZO of Bl"ielle, N.J.,
was named Salesman of the Year
for the New Jersey Furniture
Association. Jay works for
Stanley Furniture in the metro
New York and New Jersey area.
STEPHEl'\ G. MARKOS
ofIps,vich, Mass., is an invest
ment representative at
Bancnorth Investment Planning
in Andover, Mass.

1985
RICHARD B. ALBERT of
London, England, was appointed
director of international partner
ships for American Express,
based in London. Richard is
responsible for the development
and negotiation of all major
strategic pmtnership deals for
American Express consumer
card business throughout the
European, Latin American, and
AsialPacific regions.
MARIA CHOMYSZAK of
Americus, Ga., is the disaster
corps managel' for the Habitat. for
Humanity International Disaster
Response Office in Americus.
JEFFREY M. COHEN of
Gansevoort, N. Y., was named
a senior account executive for
govemmentaccounts at MAC
Source Communications, Inc.,
in Delmar, N.Y.

ARTHUR "JEFF" ELDRIDGE
of Dover, N.H., was promoted
to manager of underwriting/
financial operations for the
i11Yoluntary market. unit at
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.,
in Portsmouth, N.H.

198&
,JILMA (NYBERG) SWEENEY
of South Dennis, Mass., opened
her second business venture on
Cape Cod along with her business
partner. Jilma franchised a
Management Recruiters
Intemational (MRI) sales consul
tants office in Hyannis, Mass.
They assist and match clients and
candidates in the pharmaceutical,
banking, finance, instil'ance, and
restau.rant industries.
1987
GARYT.HAYWARDof
Colorado Springs, Colo., was pro
moted to the rank of Major. He is
chief ofinfostructul'e architecture
in the United States Air Force.
Major Hayward received the
Joint Service Commendation
Medal for his role in Operation
Iraqi Freedom.
1988
JASON E. ARCHAMBAULT of
NOifolk, Mass.,
was elected to
serve on the board
of directors for
two non-profit
organizations; nationally for the
NAMES Project Foundation
and locally for AIDS Ca.re Ocean
State. Jason is a senior manager
at the accounting fum of
Sansiveri, Kimball & McNamee
Wealth Management, LLC, in
Providence, RI.
DONNA (TURCOTTE) CAC
CIA '96 MST of Harrisville, R.I.
formed an accounting and busi
ness consulting firm with fellow
Bryant graduates Mark Caccia
and Gerard Cayer. Cayer Caccia,
LLP, have offices in Providence
and Woonsocket, and provide
public and private companies,
individuals, and familie s tradi
tional and specialty accounting,
tax, and business advisory
services.

:1989
BRIAN L. ESSEX of
Watertown, Mass., wasawm'ded
the Chartered Financial Analyst
Designation (CFA).
MICHAEL E. MAHRLIG of
Han'ison, N.Y., was named a
major account manager at
SBC Communications in New
York, N.Y.
WENDY (FROEBEL) VAN
DER MOLEN ofIndian 'Irail,
N.C., graduated with honors from
Presbyterian Hospital School of
Nursing in Charlotte, N.C. She is
a registered nurse at the
Presbyterian Hospital Inpatient
Cancer Center in Charlotte.

1990
KARL D. ALMOND MBA of
Oviedo, Fla., was named opera
tions manager at Transtat
Equipment, Inc. in Orlando, Fla.
RACHEL (CHARRON)
BRACE of Warren, Vt., was
named a senior research analyst
at Certified Business Advisors,
LLC, in Waitsfield, Vt.
ROBERTT. CAPONI of Shelton,
Conn., an EMT, received the
American Police Hall of Fame's
Civilian Life Saving Award.
Robert is a computer information
systems manager for the Town of
Shelton Police Department.
LORI (LAPLANTE)
CHICOYNE of NOith Andover,
Ma,;s., was named president
of the Boston Chapter ofthe
Society for Marketing
Professional Services (SMPS).
Lori is the marketing director
of Judith Nitsch Engineering,
Inc., in Boston, Mass.
MICHAEL C. DURAND of
Wa.'(haw, N.C., was promoted
to director of new lendel' sales
at Lending1l'ee, Inc., in
Charlotte, N.C.
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DAVID L. HILL ESQ. of
Frederiksberg, Denmark, was
promoted to executive vice
president of marketing and sales
for the Amicorp Group based in
Copenhagen, Denmark. David
has \Vorld\~ide retipontiibility for
marketing, sales, and product
development in the Group.
1991
DEBORAH (LENNON)
FRIEND of Milford, Conn.,
was named marketing manager
at Fletcher-Thompson, Inc., in
Shelton, Conn.

DANIELJ. MYERS III of
Coventry, R.I., was named senior
bUtiiness analyst at Hasbro Toy
Group in Pa\.\~ucket, RI.
DEBORAH (McQUEENEY)
PASSARELLI of Orlando, Fla.,
was promoted to tienior design
manager for the southern wne of
the U.S. and Puerto Rico for GAP,
Inc., in Orlando.
KEVINT. SHEEHAN of
Strongsville, Ohio, graduated
from the Executive MBA
Program at Columbia University
Business School in May 2003.
His studies focu ed on executive
leadersh ip ami organizational
behavior. Kevin was promoted
at Emst & Young to be the global
knowledge director in the
business risk services practice
in Cleveland, Ohio.
ANDREA (HI'ITNER)
SMILEY of WalTen, RI., was
named a gTeat plains implementa
tion tipecialist at VERSYSS in
Providence, RI.
1992
CHERYL (METIVIER )
ALLEN of Cleanvater, Fla.,
was promoted to assistant vice
president at Bank of Amel-ica
MOitgage in Cleanvater.

ALAN J. HADADJR. of
Burlington, Conn., is a realtor at
vVilliam Raveis Real Estate &
Home Services in Simsbury, Conn.
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ANNETTE (NERENBERG)
LARABEE of Glastonbw1',
Conll., was named
vice president and
lending officer at
Connecticut River
Community Bank
in Wethersfield, Conn. Her
responsibilities include providing
the business commullity with
commercial mortgage lending
products.
KELLI (FRENCH) OLIVERI
of North Andover, Mass., Wllti
promoted to director at Gartner
Group in Lowell, Mass., in their
market and bU!liness strategies
consulting business. Kelli WOd<1l
with customers in the high
tech sector and leads projects
focused on market and channel
strategy, positioning, pattnering,
product portfolio/mix, market
seglnentation, and competitive
differentiation.
JONATHAN A. ROYof
Providence, R.I., passed the
State of Rhode Island Real
Estate Salesperson exam
ancljoined Hogan & Stone of
Providence as an agent.
1993
SAMUEL T. BROOMER of
Phoenixville, Penn., was named
chief underwliting officer of
Mutual Boilel· Re, an entel1Jrise
ofFM Global in Malvern, Penn.

ROBERT A. CALDERWOOD
JR of Rocky River, Ohio, was
pmmoted to vice pl·esident, com
pensation consultant, at KeyCorp
in Cleveland, Ohio. Robert
also earned the designation of
Certified Compensation
Professional (CCP).
JULIE (HO LT) DESANTIS of
Nutley, N.J., was named directol'
of risk management at Sony
Corporation of Amelicain New
York,N.Y.

MICHAEL R. D CHARME of
Woonsocket, RI., was promoted
to communications manager!
assistant vice president at
Citizens Investment Services
Corp., in Cranston, R.I.
MICHAEL P. GRAY of Sudbury,
Mass., was promoted to chief
financial officer and vice presi
dent of finance at Cw·is, Inc.,
a biotechnology company in
CambIidge, Masti.
RICHARDJ. PANICOJR of
New York, N.Y., earned the
Chattered Financial Analyst
(CFA) designation administered
by the Association for
Investment Management and
Research. Richard is a financial
consultant at RBC Dain
Rauscher in New York City.
1994
ALAN A. DION of Bedford,
N.H., is a principal financial
analyst at The Timberland Co.,
in Stratham, N.H.

DAVID M. SCHNE IDER of
Fairfield, Conn., is the vice presi
dent of Main Street Resow'ces,
a Westport, Conn.-based pri vate
equity firm. The firm has revi ved
the concept of the business gllild
in order to provide its pOltfolio
companies with strategic
resources that far exceed those
available to most private compa
nies.
BRIAN M. SINKIEWICZ of
Woburn, MatiS., was named con
tract manager for international
and technology programs at
Textron Systems Corporation
in Wilmington, Mass.
1995
BRIAN D. BAKER of Lakeville,
Mass., competed for one of the
most prestigious titles in golf at
the 2003 U.S. AmatelU'
Championship held at the
Oakmont Country Clu bin
Oakmont, Penn.

KELLI L. EGGSWARE of
Watertown, Mass., is a senior
internal tax advisor at InterGen
in Bw·lington, Mass.

MARKA. LANGLAIS of West
Palm Beach, Fla., wati named
director of finance/accounting at
Trump FIOIida Properties
Management in Palm Beach, Fla.
Mark is responsible for the
Mar-a-Lago Club in Palm Beach
and the Trump International
Golf Club in West Palm Beach.
RENE F. MCGOVERN of
Litchfield, Conn., as i tant vice
president and commercial loan
officer at The First National Bank
of Litchtield, received a mastelJs
degTee in finance at Quinni piac
Univel'Sity in Hamden, COIUl.
MATTHEW J. PUTVINSKI of
Holliston, Mass.,
was promoted to IT
aud it manager at
Wolf & Company,
PC., in Boston,
Mass. Matt i a member of the
InfOlmation Systems Security
Association and the Infol7nation
Systems Audit and Control
Association.
199&
MARK \T. CACCIA i\1.ST of
Hanisville, R.I., fonned an
accounting and businesti contiult
ing firm with fellow Bryant gTad
uates Gerard Cayer and Donna
Caccia. Cayer Caccia, LLP, have
offices in Providence and
Woonsocket, and provide public
and private companies, individu
als, and families traditional and
specialty accounting, tax, and
business advisory services.

ALICIA T. CIPRIANO of
Johnston, RI., wati promoted to
development officer at the
Women's Resource Centel'of
South County in Wakefield, RI.

MICHAELA. KO lOR of
Centt'eville, Va., is a senior
computer scientist/information
systems secwity officer for the
Depaltment of Defense in
Washington, D.C. Michael is in
charge of sever-al agency
prognUl1S and is involved in
protecting critical infnlStructUl·e,
supporting our military forces,
and superv i~ing contl11ct work on
all matters relating to sec\l1ity.
CHRISTOPHER F. MENNIG of
Normal, HI., was named an assis
tant coach for the women's bas
ketball team at the University of
Illinois in Champaign, Ill.
KERRI (MELV ILLE)
MULLANEY of Quincy, Mass.,
is an account manager at The
MathWorks, Inc., in Natick, Mass.
LI SA (CAiVLASTRO)
PICCIRILLO OfColtlandt
Manor, N.Y., was named
president of Transcribe Today
in Jefferson Valley, N.Y.
1997
MICHEL T. CAOUE'ITE of
Lakewood, Colo., receiveci a
masterJs degree in taxation with
high honors from Golden Gate
University in San Franci ' co,
Calif. Mike i·' the tax supervisor
for Bradley Allen, LLP, in
Lake\\·ood.

THOMAS P. KILEY of
Mansfield, Mass., was appointed
manager of accounting and audit
ing services of the public account
ing firm of Atthur Latnbi &
Associates in Cumberland, R.l.
Tom is a member of the Rhode
Island Society of Celtified
Public Accountants and the
American Institute of Celtifieci
Public Accountants.
. PHILIP P. MOUSSALLY of
Brookfield, Conn., accepted a
position at IBM in Somers, N.Y.,
as a tienior professional accoun
tant. He will be responsible for
contract review and accounting
guidance.
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MARK A. LANGLAIS of West
Palm Beach, Fla., was named
director of finance/accounting at
Trump Florida Properties
Management in Palm Beach, Fla.
Mark is responsible fOl' the
Mar-a-Lago Club in Palm Beach
and the Trump International
Golf Club in West Palm Beach.
RENE F. MCGOVERN of
Litchfield, Conn., assistant vice
president and commercial loan
officer at The Fil'St National Bank
of Litchfield, I'eceived a mast.el~s
degree in finance at Quinnipiac
University in Hamden, Conn.
MKITHEW J. PUTVINSKI of
Holliston, Mass.,
was promoted to IT
audit manager at
Wolf & Com\Jany,
P.C., in Boston,
Mass. Matt is a member of the
Information Systems Security
Association and the Information
Systems Audit and Control
Association.

Zof

1996
MARK V. CACCIA MST of
Hanisville, RI., formed an
accounting and business consult
ing finll with fellow Bryant gTad
uates Gerard Cayer and Donna
Caccia. Cayer Caccia, LLP, have
offices in Providence and
Woonsocket, and provide public
and private companies, individu
als, ancl families traditional ancl
specialty accounting, tax, and
business advisory services.

ALICIA T. CIPRIANO of
JohnRton, R.I., was promoted to
development officer at the
Women's Resow-ce Center of
South County in Wal<efield, R.1.

MICHAEL A. KOSIOR of
Centl'eviJIe, Va., is a senior
computer scientist/information
systems security officer for the
Department of Defense in
Washington, D.C. Michael is in
charge of several agency
progTams and is involved in
protecting critical infrastructure,
supporting our military forces.
and supervising contract work on
all matters relating to secwity.
CHRISTOPHER F. MENNIG of
N 0l1llal, Ill., was named an assis
tant coach for the women's bas
ketball team at the Un.ivel'Sity of
Illinois in Champaign, Ill.
KERRI (MELVILLE)
MULLANEY of Quincy, Mass.,
b an account manager at The
MathWorks, Inc., in Natick, Mass.
LISA (CAMASTRO)
PICCIRILLO of Cortlandt
iVlanor, N.Y., was named
pl'esident ofTl:ansclibe Today
in Jefferson Valley, N.Y.
1997
MICHEL T. CAOUETTE of
Lakewood, Colo., received a
mastel~s degree in taxation with
high honor;; from Golden Gate
Univel1;ity in San Francisco,
Calif. Mike is the tax supenisor
for Bradley Allen, LLP, in
Lakewood.

THOMAS P. KILEY of
Mansfield, iVIass., was appointed
manager of accounting and audit
ing set'vices of the public account
ing firm of Arthw- Lambi &
Associates in Cumberland, R.1.
Tom is a member of the Rhode
Island Society ofCeltified
Public Accountants and the
American I nstitute of Certified
Public Account ants.
PHILIP P. MOUSSALLY of
Brookfield, Conn., accepted a
position at IBM in Somers, N.Y.,
as a senior professional accoun
tant. He will be responsibl e for
contract review and accounting
guidance.

1998
CHRISTOPHER P.
DIMARTINO ofBlist.ol, Conn.,
was named a fellow of the
Casualty Actuarial Society
(CAS). He also completed the
required CAS Course on
Professionalism, which presents
real wodd situations that contain
ethical and professionalis m
issueR for the actuary. Chris is
an actualial associate at The
Hartford in Hartford, Conn.

REBECCA A. HARDT of
Melbourne, Fla., was named
a fillancial advisOl' at UBS
Financial Services, Inc., in
MelbOlU11e.
STEPHEN S. LYNCH of
Ban1ngton, R.I., was promoted to
senior vice president/uirector of
technology infrastnlcture at
Citizens Financial Group in East
Providence, RI.
CRAIGJ. TAYLOR of New
Blitain, Conn., was named finance
manager of the Global Hardware
Tools Group at Stanley Works in
New Bl1tain.
1999
JOSEPH A. CROWELL of
Fairfield, Conn., was nanled an
associate auditor at General
Electric Company in Fairfield.

J. MICHAEL DOW of Erie,
Penn., was promoted to unit man
ager at Philip Monis USA in
Williams\ille, N.Y.
ERIN J. GOTQWKAof
Somen'ille, Mass., was named
senior treasury analyst at New
Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc., in
Boston, Ma.~s.
KEVINT.JARRYof
Chadestown, iVIass., was named
an accounting manager at
Ascent Technologies, Inc., in
Cambridge, Mass .

2000
BRIAN M. ANGER of
Worcester, Mass., president of
fx GI'OUp, LLC, in Webster, Mass.,
is the head golf coach at Beckel'
College in Worcester.

LAURA (COCHRANE)
CATALON I MBA of Attleboro,
Mass., was promoted to assistant
treasurer of Swank, Inc., in
Attleboro. Laura is responsible
for the cash and 1151< management
progTams, as well as license
administration for the company.
MICHAEL J. KANE JR. of
Devonshil-e, Bermuda, was
named an excess casualty broker
with Mal'Sh Global Broking in
Hamilt on, Bermuda.
JENNA E. MAGIDSON of
Arlington, Mass., received a real
estate license and is now an agent
for Addison Wellesley Real
Estate Senices in South Boston,
Mass., servicing residential and
commercial real est.ate needs in
the gTeater Boston area.
KERRI-BETH S. ST.JACQUES
of West Warwick, RI., is a
communications busine:o;s analyst
at Fidelity Investments in
Smithfield, R.1.
2001
CHRISTINE M. MARDO of
Canton, Mass., completed the
two-year fellowship in finance
rotational program at Liberty
Mutual Insurance, and was
promoted to senior accountant
in the captive unit of the
Reinsurance Depaltment at
Liberty Mutual Insumnce
Co., in Boston, Mass.

STEPHANIE K OGLE of
Avon, Conn., was named a teni
tory business manager at Blistol
Myers Squibb Company in
Enfield, Conn.
ROBERT R SUTFIN of
Brussels, Belgium, was named
senior database analyst for the
European headquarters in
Brussels for Staples, Inc. He will
be leading a project to develop
a complete customer relationship
management solution.

2002
ERNEST J. BENVENUTO JR
of Bristol, Conn., received a
Certified WOl'kComp Advisor
Designation (CWCA). Earning
this designation is the ultimate
stamp of approval and recogni
tion as a true Workers
Compensation Master. Ernie is
a producer at Ben'y Insurance
in Franklin, Mass.

MARK DANISEWICZof
Salem, N.H., is the assistant
Web content manager at
Brookstone Headquarters
in Nashua, KH.
TIMOTHY R. LAMM of
Bensalem, Penn., was promoted
to distlict controller at Aramark
COJ"]Joration in New York, N.Y.
Tim is responsible for New York
University and Barnard College
in the New York City District.
GARRETT R. WEBSTER of
Brighton, Mass., was named an
account executive fOl' T-Mobile
in Newton, JVIass.
2003
DAVID G. NEARY MBA
of Smithfield,
RI. , joined the
Rhode Island
National Guard.

DANA B. PAQUIN of North
Smithfield, R.I. , is an executive
assistant at Adams Media
Corporation in Avon, Mass.
STEVEN R SCHOLZ of
Paramus, N. J., is a corporate
trust associate at The BanI< of
New York in West Paterson, N.J.
KAITLYN R. SPINELLI of
Norwood , Mass., received the
Certified WorkComp Advisor
Desigllation (CWCA). Earning
t.his designation is the ultimate
stamp of approval and recogllition
as a true Workers Compensation
Mastel: Kaitlyn is a commercial
lines account manager at Berry
Insurance in Franklin, Mass.
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DANIEL N, LADOPOl LU,..: ',)

MEMORLL\M

September 1• .200,]

RUTH (GOLDiVlAN)SILDF:[

~I

-I

November S, 20lU

.JOHN F.KENNEY SR. '.)~
September 1 7, 20(U

ELVIRA (CARDARELLI) KNIGHT '26

JAMES BRITCLIFFE '41

WILLIAM A. BYRNES '48

December 22, 2003

Apr~'l1 2,

April 24, 2001

JULIAN BAGENSKI '31

IVIAURICE J. FITZGERALD '41

IRENE (PITKlN) COCHRANE '48

ROBERT R. DEMERS '54

Septem.ber 2002

August 20, 200S

,htly 20, 2UU.~

Uctobe1' 8, 200S

20m

CYNTHIA (BARBIERl) TIEl!:-: n
June 2.9, 2008

ADELAIDE (WHIPPLE) BRIGGS '3 1

EVERETT M. HALL SR. '41

GLORIA COHEN '48

ARTHUR SWARTZ '55

Jnly.9,200S

September 22,200.'3

July 29,2002

August 21, 20US

MARJORIE (BRADSHAW) HAYES '35

DOROTHY (YOUNG) .JOHNSON '41

SANTOJ. GUASTELLO'48

LOUIS G. LECOMTE'56

April 17, 200S

April 5, 2003

September 15, .200.1

Septembe;',"!li,20m

SALLY (TONNER) GAY '36

SAMUEL W. LEONARD '41

HERBERT LEDDY '48

RAYMOND E. MANCHESTER '" i

Jnne 12, 200S

September 1.5, 2003

Felm.((];I·1/2,2003

September .?2, 200.,]

WALTER FITZGERALD '57
March 14, 200t

HILDA T. HIRST '36

LEONARD M. LEVIN '42

SEYMOUR A. SHERMAN '48

June 26, 20011

July .9, zoos

Ju11/17, .2003

CLINTON LOCKWOODJR. '36

RONALD H. WRIGHT '42

AMERICO MAROLLA '49

ROBERT A, GILARDE '57

October 12, 200S

September.'t1, JOO.1

Felmta1Y 27, 200S

July 16, t(X).1

DANIELJ. SULLIVAN JR. '36

MAY (GR IME) YATES '42

ROBERT H. SWEET '49

VIRGINIA (COCCHIOLA)JORD.\:-~ 

October .1, 2003

September 21, .200,]

Novembel' 10, .'t00']

July 200,]

ELIZABETH (JONES) GREENE '37

ALICE A. BRICKACH '4:~

September 30,2008

November 1.1, 2003

JOHN E. CLARKJR. '50
JanW1:/'y 1, 200S

ADINE (BROWN) JAVOR '38

MARGARET C. LYNCH '43
July 16, .2003

October 1, 2003

FLORENCE B. WATERHOUSE '43
September 200S

October 2. 2003

Ap/'ilSO, 200.']

ANNETTE M. WALSH '38
October 8, 200.']

WALTER KURAS '50

DORIS (BRIDGE) PETERS '50

WILLIAM LIVESEY '39

CATHERINE DARAK '46

FRANKJ. CENTAZZO '51

A1(gustP.9, .'100.1

September' 2002

August 14, 2003

HILDA (VEROFF) ROSENTHAL '39

ROBERT L. MULLALY '46

October' 1, 200.']

A u gust 1.9, 2003

JOHN A. CORREIAJR. '51
.lilly 7, 200.']

ESTHER (KRAPF) VOGEL '39

VIRGINIA C. FLYNN '47

MILTON L. CUMMINGS '51

Feb/'lta?'Y 200;]

A1.lglt.~t 2,2003

August .2.9, 200S

ERLE D. FORREST'40
July 27, 200.']

WILLIAM F. KAVANAGH '47

GEORGE L. DAVIAU '51

Uctobel' 6, ,'tOO.]

.hme 1:1, 2003
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ROBERT H. SWEET '49
November 10, 200;]

Robelt 8weet will be remembe! '1111~
Bryant community as a ran' intli \idll
a slIccessJul businessman with a II "
ation for fine mtancl al'chitcctul·"'. \I r
a tltrong proponent of public an.l l ' I
service. Mr. Sweet was ver.\' c mm
his businesses and to his emplu.\·...
dedication and concern is appal'e b
large number who have remai n Ii
employ for decades.
Bob Sweet was chail1nan of Thr 1
Company, a full-service reco)!l i jill

m .1.1.\.\1 A.BYRNES '48
~.

!(j()1

E ~E

iPITKIN) COCHRANE '48

DANIEL N. LADOPOULOS '51

ROBERT E. PAULHUS '59

NORMA M. WHEETMAN '7:3

S eptember 1, .J()m

November W, zOO!

Septem.ber 17, :lOOO!!

HUTH (GOLDMAN) SILBERMAN '51

VICTOR R. CASTELLI 'fi2, '81MST

BRENDAJ. WHITE '73

Novem.be)' 5, 200;1

May 1.'1, 200.'J

Octoliel' 22, 2000

JOHN F. KENNEY SR. '52

J. ROBERT GOULET 'fi2

September 17, 20m

August 9, '!OO,]

CHARLES E. PATNAUDE '74
July 27, 20m

CYNTHIA (BARBIERI) TIERNEY '52

ROBERTJ. AUCLAIR'63

RICHARD M. WHEELER '74

June zf), 200.J

FelJl'lwry 2;;, 2002

ill!alii r;, ;tOO;]

GARY K. BRADBURY '75
September 1,], 2008

ROBERT R. DEMERS '54

ROBERT E. HUGHES '63

J"/II .~'. .lljl).]

Odobe!' 8, 20m

,hme 2.3,200,]

iLOHI A COHEN '48
Jldj .oq. !IIO:!

ARTHUR SWARTZ 'fl5

CONCETTA M. MONTI '6:~

A 1!gIlSt.l1,200;]

.July:!2,10m

LOUIS G. LECO.MTE 'flfi

RICHARD G. GRUTI'ADAURIA '70

September 26, 20m

November;], 200,]

AZIE TAYLOR MORTON '78 H
December 7, 200S

. iTIl.J. GUASTELLO '48
I bt:r 1.5,2003

EDWARDJ. PIENKOS '75
July 1(;, zoos

H' RRERT LEDDY '48

RAYMOND E. MANCHESTER '.'ifi

GERALD P.lVlCNAMARA '70

GABRIEL E. SOROGHEYE '79MBA

f~

Se pte iii bel' Ii, l 003

A1lgnst 1, lOO.)

Noven~be l'J,.2003

m eR A. SHEHMAN '48

WALTER FITZGERALD '57

i:". ! (/O.J

March 1.4 , 21102

JOHN J. SZOSTEK '7:nIBA
June 1.'1, 2()()3

FRANK A. CHRISTOPH '81
July 8, 2008

" ''II !. 2003

Iw:;

E'I: leo MAROLLA '49
III' d

.l 7'. 2003

'IE HT H. SWEET '49
. /,.1 ' 10, 2003

ROBERT A. GILARDE '57
JUly 16, 20m

AugnBt 10, 2003

LYN A. SIMPSON '88

VIRGINIA (COCCHIOLA) JORDAN '58
.July.200;]

THOMAS A. LAFAZIA '1l6
June 1!1, 200.2

of'; E. CLARKJR. '50
(fry 1. 2003

LT EH KURAS '50
. j.

HtI ~

!()().:

fBRIDGE) PETERS '50

,· !.lOOJ

: KJ. CENTAZZO'51
.•.,. 1 i. JOW

H'\ A. CORREIAJR. '51
i . :OIM

.1 TO:-: L. CUMMINGS '51
',.' 1.9,200,]

I.U RGE L. DAVIAU '51
. I.,. _'OO:J

ROBERT H. SWEET '49
NOL'ember 10, 200,~

Robert Sweet will be remembered by the
Bryant community as a rare individual and
a successful businessman with a deep appreci
ation for fine art and architectm'e, who was
a strong proponent of pu bJic and community
service. :/vIr. Sweet was very committed to
his businesses and to his employees. His
dedication and concern is apparent by the
large number who have remained in his
employ fOl' decades.
Bob Sweet was chairman of The Robbins
Company, a full-service recognition and

reward provider. He started in 1949 as a
salesman and wOl'ked his way up to vice pres
ident and director in 1959. In 1966, Sweet
purchased controlling interest in the company
and became sole owner several years later.
He took an active interef;t in many philan
thropic organizations, including the Humane
Society of New York; St. Mary Sacred Heart
School, NOlth Attleboro, Mass.; Telltu'ide
Educational Foundation Co.; and his alma
mater, Bryant College.
MI'. Sweet was a veteran of World War
II, having served on the ski patrol in the
Air Force, and began classes at Bryant

right after his service ended. While at the
College, he played basketball and was
editor of the yeal-book. He is survived by
two sons, Christophel' and Jonathan;
two daughters, Robin and Mm'gery Duke,,;
and six grandchildt·en.
AZIE TAYLOR MORTON '71lH
December 7, 200.7

Or. Azie Taylor Morton was appointed
United States Treasm-er in 1977 by
President Jimmy Cmiet' and served until
19111. She received an honorary doctorate
dergree from Bt'yant College in 1978.

